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Abstract

My current cycle of work deals with the exploration, digestion and
reinvigoration of traditional Slavic craft and material culture with
goal of contributing to a contemporary design vernacular which
eschews the idealization of Western-European forms and stands
on its own: aesthetically discrete and externally respected. This
line of inquiry arose from my own journey to understand myself
as a Slavic-American; what it means to be such a thing; how to
reconcile assimilation against perceived authentic identity and
what value the voice of the diaspora can bring to the discourse
of the old world. The outward mission of this project is to bring
attention to what is beautiful in that which is wholly Slavic, but
internally it seeks to deal with themes close to my personal desire
to understand myself. It is a collection of objects that deal with
transformation, translation, creolization and rediscovery. My
practice is self-ethnography. It is a romance that is supra-temporal,
bi-cultural and trans-atlantic. This thesis is a manifesto on a
better kind of ethnodesign, one which borrows but does not steal,
listens but does not repeat, and remains deeply personal while
approaching the universal.
My work combines the soul of Slavic craft with the ethos of punk
culture to create a new genre of Slavic-American design which
draws upon tradition but embraces the raw and immediate way of
making that is found in the DIY spirit of punk rock.
It is loud, fast and frayed around the edges. It is packaged into
two minute soundbites that are honest and unashamed of their
imperfection. It is a representation of what could not be without
the liminal space of dual identity, something that is beyond the
sum of its two parts.
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C o nt e nt s

SECTION 1

American Slavic
A retelling of my family’s history, from old world to
new, reflections on my research trips to Slovakia, and
an exploration of my developing understanding of
myself as a Slavic-American designer, craftsperson
and educator.

SECTION 2

A Manifesto on
Better Ethnodesign
A discussion of current trends in ethnodesign, the
battle between derivative and generative design, and
my response to perceived failures in the execution of
meaningful and respectful work in the field.

SECTION 3

Perfection is Disgusting
A short discussion of the guiding principles of my
practice: how I develop and execute ideas, and the
philosophical tenets that frame the way I work and the
reason that I make at all.

SECTION 4

Nove Čačke
A presentation and analysis of the physical outcome
of my thesis, with an emphasis on the themes, theory
and context of my body of work.
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My family’s known story begins in the Austro-Hungarian Empire
at the turn of the 20th century. During this time, Slovaks within
the empire began migrating to America for greater economic
opportunity and freedom from cultural persecution. The early
1900’s carried with them two major changes for the average Slovak:
the recent end of serfdom within Hungary a few generations before,
which allowed for greater economic freedom and a failed attempt at
independence on behalf of the Slovak citizens of the empire, which
resulted in a governmental policy of forced Magyarization, an
attempt to coerce the non-Hungarian populace into assimilation
with the majority culture. One of these migrants was my greatgrandfather, Michal Jeleňovský, born in the eastern Slovak village
of Kurov, who followed his older brother Jan to America at the age
of 15 in search of opportunity. While many of the Slovak migrants
of this time period would travel to and from America, eventually
settling permanently back in what would become Slovakia, Michal
built a life of his own in the States.
Michal found a job as a miner in the small western Pennsylvanian
town of Vintondale, where the populace was divided between the
Irish owners and operators of the mine and the Slovak populace
who worked the dirty jobs. Tensions between the ethnic groups
were high, and the Slovaks were clearly at the bottom of the town’s
hierarchy, with the Irish “cake-eaters” (as my great-grandfather
called them) constantly reminding the “hunky” miners of their
inferior position in American society. Michal worked hard to build
a life in Vintondale, putting in his time at the mines to advance in
his career and organizing the Slovaks to agitate for better wages
and protections. In his early twenties, he married another Slovak
immigrant, Anna Kosty, and started a family.
His eldest son, John, was my grandfather. Everything about
life in Vintondale was displeasing to my grandfather, from the
constant derogatory remarks on his ethnicity by the townsfolk,
to the archaic and sometimes heartless structure of the Eastern
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Orthodox Church (which forced him and his father to bury his
stillborn sister in the woods because she never received baptism),
and the inevitability of a life spent working in the mines. At 16,
John convinced his father to sign off for him to join the U.S. Army,
where he served as a communications operator during WWII.
Returning from the war, he used the GI Bill to attend college, with
the goal of becoming a doctor. (Around this time, John changed
his last name from the anglicized Yelenosky he was born with
to Yelnosky. This was a point of contention between him and his
father. To defend his position, he told Michal that there were two
many letters in the name for him to become successful in America,
to which Michal immediately replied, “Roosevelt.”) After completing
his undergrad in chemistry, John sought admission to the Penn
State medical program, which by his telling he was denied entry on
the grounds of his ethnicity. The admissions officer told him that
Penn State would never accept the son of a hunky coal miner. This,
among other slights from his past, contributed to a sense that his
heritage was a liability, an attitude he eventually brought to the
table when he became a father, refusing to teach his children the
Slovak language and limiting their exposure to the culture he was
born into. John didn’t want to be defined as a hunky, he wanted to
be accepted as an American, and he worked hard to do just that,
in my opinion at the expense of preserving a sense of ethnic
identity. I don’t blame him for this; I blame the people who seek
to make others feel inferior based on race, gender, nationality,
creed, sexual orientation and all other identifiers, the appendix of
humanity, who are at best a useless waste of flesh and at worst a
blight upon us.
Before going to graduate school, John worked for a time in a
chemistry lab, where he met my grandmother, Estelle Lipo. Estelle
is the daughter of Polish immigrants; her father was a welder and
mother a homemaker. If there is one person in my family who can
be considered the keeper of our heritage, it is my grandmother.
She is proud of being of Polish descent and has never let anyone
take that away from her. It is through her that I first learned of
our history, through the pierogies, galumpki and kielbasa she
would cook for the family. Her father, who was born in Poland,
was a member of the Polish National Church, an offshoot of the
Catholic Church, which was born out of the anti-Polish sentiment
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held by the Irish-Catholic clergy. When the Poles were denied the
right to give mass in their native tongue, they chose to leave the
Catholic Church rather than sacrifice their identity. This led to an
atmosphere of intense ethnic pride in my grandmother’s house,
which she carried forward through her whole life. Surprisingly,
she did not learn Polish as a child, but this is partially because of
the emphasis put on proper American education by her father. The
story, really a legend in my family, is that my grandmother
never missed a single day of school from the time she was enrolled
and all the way through college. It is said that even when she
came down with pneumonia as a kid, her father carried her into
the classroom.
She also managed to get straight A’s in every subject throughout
her education, in addition to being the first woman from her
town to go to college. Education was seen as a way for immigrant
families to rise out of the working class into the middle class, and
this lesson was not lost on Estelle. To this day, if, “How is school?”
is not the first question she asks, it is certainly the second. While
she certainly sees herself as an American, my grandmother most
definitely sees herself as a Polish-American as well.
Having received a degree in biology and chemistry, she was given
the choice of working as a laboratory assistant in either of the labs.
Luckily for me, she chose chemistry. John and Estelle were smitten
with each other and married shortly after. (Not being a man of
means, it is said that my grandfather sold his blood to pay for the
first dates he and Estelle went on.) John went on to attend Tufts
University, where he received a doctorate in pharmacology and
began his career as a successful pharmacologist. During this time,
my father, John Michael Yelnosky was born.
If my grandfather had a complicated relationship to his heritage,
my father can be described as being completely mortified by it. As
a child, anti-Slavic sentiment was still common in America, and
my dad took the slings and arrows of “dumb polack” jokes and
general ethnically based humiliation. He describes the horror he
felt imagining what people would think of him if they saw his
extended family at the reunions the Lipo’s would throw, complete
with smoking poker players in undershirts, a portable dance floor
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and, of course, polka music. To my father, being Slavic-American
was a burden that he was happy to distance himself from, and why
not? Identifying with his heritage only brought trouble, and as
the scion of a long line of hard-headed hunkys, he had no problem
getting into enough trouble as it was.
All of this is important to get where I am coming from, to
understand my relationship with my heritage. I didn’t know that
my surname was Slovak until I was 22 years old. My dad had
always said we were Czech; for some reason this felt better to him.
I knew my grandmother was Polish, but only through the food that
we ate when we visited my grandparents. I didn’t really identify
very strongly as a Slavic-American in my youth, but neither did
anyone else in my family. It was a footnote. The world around
me had other opinions, however. I was often accused of being a
communist (to be fair, not far off the mark) or having a Soviet spy
for a father. I had a camp counselor in elementary school who
referred to me by one of two names, Polack or Yablonsky (the
first, obviously just a lazy slur, the second I can only assume was
the result of never even attempting to sound out, or even read
all of the letters in my last name. I will stand firm to the end of
time that the majority of Slavic names are incredibly easy to
pronounce, being derived from a phonetic language, especially one
as anglicized as my own. How fucking stupid or lazy do you have
to be to not be able to pronounce YEL-NOS-KY?). In fact, the most
othering experiences I’ve had have often revolved around the
general unwillingness for people to even attempt to pronounce my
last name and the indignation they have at being expected to use
any common sense in doing so. First days of school were always
tough, with six periods of, “You’re going to have to help me out” and
“I give up”. I can’t imagine the aneurysms that my grandmother’s
maternal last name, Nycz (pronounced Neech), would have caused
my poor school teachers.
Suffice to say, I, like my father, was not interested in identifying
with something that only made me feel shitty. I knew only enough
about my heritage to be a victim to it, but nowhere near enough
to feel empowered. That’s pretty much how it went until I reached
college. On a whim, I decided to take Russian as my foreign
language requirement (the answer is yes, I do hate myself);
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this lead to involvement in Russian chorus, cultural events and
classes on Slavic history, and for the first time, the beginnings of
a feeling of pride in my own heritage. Though I am not Russian,
this offered for the first time an opportunity for me to begin to
understand the Slavic world, and eventually, who I am and how
I fit into it. I started devouring the works of Slavic composers,
painters, designers, writers and thinkers. I realized that we are
more than dumb polacks and dirty hunkys. We aren’t Europe’s
cultural backwater. No, we are pretty fucking cool. The more I
learned about the Slavic world, the more I wanted to know the
specifics of my family’s history. My grandfather had been gone for
years at this point, so I worked closely with my grandmother to
piece back together the history of our family that was lost through
an effort to protect, and then an effort to ignore. I found out my
family emigrated here from Slovakia, I even found the name of
the town we came from. I would spend hours strolling through
the village on Google Street view, imagining that some of the faces
could be members of my family, long disconnected.
When I got the opportunity to go to the Old World for the first
time, I couldn’t have been more ravenous. Flying into Prague,
Czechia with my cousin Greg, I spent a week between there and
Bratislava, Slovakia going to every museum, every design boutique
and every workshop that would let me visit. I immediately felt at
home in these foreign places in ways that I have never felt in the
United States; to think that I was, for the first time in my life, just
a regular person and not an outlier was mind blowing. Of course,
this was only partly true, because what I quickly realized was that
while at home I am a Slav, there, in my ancestral homeland I am
an American. No matter how much I wanted it to be true, I wasn’t
just one of the guys in Slovakia; I was an outsider there too. This
was a pretty intense conundrum to wrap my head around, having
invested so much of my heart in the idea of a place where I would
be understood, only to realize that, of course, I would not be.
This was my dark period. When I returned with a library of books I
couldn’t read and a mountain of tschockies, I made a lot of tortured
work, focusing on themes of cultural loss, of a hole where an
identity should be, of not belonging entirely anywhere. It was at
this time that I truly had to begin to reconcile what it meant to be
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Slavic-American, neither one nor the other. Unable to satisfactorily
answer this question, I continued to wallow in my work, to make
things that expressed the pain of not being able to tell myself
who I was. I dug deep into learning about my great-grandfather’s
life and experience, the genesis of our two part ethnicity,
searching for answers.
Around this time, I decided to look into whether there were any
Jeleňovský’s remaining in the town of Kurov, where my greatgrandfather was born. Through the miracle that is modern
technology, I was able to track down a distant cousin in Kurov,
the great-granddaughter of my great-grandfather’s youngest
brother, Andrej. I was terrified to reach out to her; it was the
closest I had gotten to learning my whole history and the closest
I got to losing it. She totally could have reacted in a reasonable
way to my request for contact and told this stranger from the
internet to get lost. Thankfully, she did not. She told me of our
shared family connection, that she lived in Kurov with her parents,
brother and grandparents and that of course I would be welcome
to visit. That summer, my cousin Sam and I traveled to her village.
Arriving in Kurov was one of the most intense moments of my
life. Immediately the landscape, the houses, the mountains in the
distance felt familiar, as if they were a memory hardwired into
my genetic code (clearly, I was projecting, but the feeling was real).
What I worried would be an awkward or disastrous attempt to
make contact with distant family very quickly and clearly took on
the tenor of a homecoming. The entire family was waiting as Sam
and I pulled up, a branch of them having driven two hours from a
distant town to come meet us. When they greeted us, it felt less like
we were meeting for the first time and more like we were coming
back to something, a family that we had been separated, but never
severed, from. They treated us to lunch, all from their family
garden, fresh baked treats, plums from the backyard orchard and
homemade liquor. Only a few of them could speak English, but even
when there was no one translating, we seemed to understand one
another. We were welcome. At some point, my (for lack of easier
designation) Aunt Jana brought out some old photos that her
grandfather Andrej had kept from his brothers in America. Among
them were photos of my grandfather and his brother as young men
at their home in Vintondale. Our lives never fully got separated,
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I realized; this place, this country, never stopped being our home.
Of all the amazing gifts they gave us, promises to show us more
next time, candies, books, trinkets and a bottle of locally distilled
vodka, the gift of seeing a picture of my grandfather come out of a
drawer in a small village in eastern Slovakia was the greatest one.
As Sam and I drove back to Krakow to continue our trip, something
crystallized for me. I am Slovak and I am American. I am each,
neither and all of the above. For so long I had been looking for
something outside myself to define who I was, what it was I
belonged to, but in this moment I realized that all of that could
come from within. So what if people see me one way in America
and another in Slovakia? Only I can define who I am.
So to answer my own question, A Slovak-American is many things.
In this case, they are a punk kid from Baltimore, Maryland, who
holds on to the traditions which enhance their life and rejects
the ones that don’t. They have the freedom to see the world from
between two places, to perceive things that others can’t.
I am whoever the fuck I want to be, but I will always belong to
America and I will always belong to Slovakia, and I am proud to
say that I do.
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A Manifesto on
B etter Et hnodesig n
Ethnodesign is a design process which looks towards traditional
material culture to develop new designs. There have been
successes in the field, but overwhelmingly there is a trail of hollow,
uninventive objects of shallow understanding and, frankly, lazy
design practice. When we work with the material of culture, of
tradition, we take on the responsibility of not only understanding
and respecting the culture that we draw from but working in
a method that is generative rather than derivative. These two
adjectives can be used to categorize the majority of contemporary
ethnodesign projects and serve as a useful model to understand
successful and unsuccessful ethnodesign.
As a cynic, I’ll start by talking about derivative ethnodesign.
We are all familiar with this type of work; it is at best a shallow
commercialization of traditional craft aesthetics and at worst
blatant cultural appropriation. The core of this issue lies in the
tension between applying culture and imbuing culture. Derivative
ethnodesign applies culture like a sticker or stamp. It ignores
context, function and history in favor of lifted aesthetics. We can
see this in countless products; iphone cases, shoes, bags and the
like where traditional motif is superimposed onto an irrelevant
object for the sake of creating a superficial “exotic” or nostalgic

FIG.1

Derivative Ethnodesign can be seen most clearly in the context of purely
commercial objects which seek to sell an idea of cultural familiarity and
nostalgia without regard for the traditional context of craft or motif.
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FIG. 2

The Dior Jacket draws directly upon the traditional craft of the Bihor of
Romania without acknowledgement or benefit to the people they, kindly,
borrowed, or more accurately, stole their designs from. In the process, they
took a 500 euro article of clothing and put it far out of the reach of the
common consumer at a price tag of 30,000 euro.

connection in the consumer. It fails because rather than examine
the traditional craft and seek to understand it at its core, it only
transfers the surface level qualities. Even the well intentioned
and educated can fall into the realm of derivative ethnodesign.
For example, we can look to the Dior fashion house which in 2017
included a near replica of a traditional Romanian Bihor jacket
in their fashion line a few years back. While it was true to the
style of the craft and clearly researched, its abandonment of the
“conversational” aspect of good ethnodesign (no new perspectives
or collaborations were had) and it’s unapproachable price tag of
30,000 euro put it firmly in the camp of “ethnodesign done poorly.”
A more successful approach to ethnodesign lies in a generative
process. Through this, the designer studies the history and
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FIG. 3

The Maun Windsor Chair was developed in close collaboration with
Mabeo Furniture, which allowed for a generative cross-cultural
conversation on furniture design to emerge. In its description, the chair
is said to emphasize, “clean, contemporary lines (which) meld with the
abstract quality of African wooden sculpture.”

context of cultural crafts and seeks not to reproduce or imitate
what already exists but to truly transform and continue the
“conversation” of the material. In this sense, the objects designed
are imbued with the qualities of a culture without direct
transference of existing work.
One example of this type of generative ethnodesign is the Maun
Windsor Chair by Patty Johnson, in collaboration with Peter Mabeo
of Mabeo Furniture. What is successful about this piece is that
it relies on a deep understanding of Southern African aesthetics
and vernacular furniture but works in conversation with the
designer’s Western background by rendering these aesthetics in
the context of an Anglo-American classic, the Windsor Chair. More
related to my own work is the Noc Kupały Kilim by Ewa Bochen
and Maciej Jelski, a tapestry which drew on a Polish folklore. What
is successful about the work is its ability to transcend the highly
specific references to Slavic folklore and aesthetics and present a
similar message across cultural boundaries. In my own practice, I
draw attention to my Patchwork Steel Composition, where I looked
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FIG 4.

The Noc Kupały Kilim, “...(alludes) to Slavic legends and rituals thematically
linked with springtime, the rebirth of vitality, corporeality and the wealth
of nature…” which was found to read well across international audiences.

to the traditional Slovak practice of drotárstvo, or wire craft, for
inspiration. Rather than directly use the forms or methods of
the practice, I used the essence of the craft (which I discovered
through a deep dive into the traditional fabrication methods of the
artisanal practice, poorly remaking what has been made until I
found a point of entry into my own practice), connection through
tensioned metal wire, to develop a system of working that allowed
me to create a brand new piece. While this work does not directly
reference or exist within the canon of drotarstvo, it creates a
conversation between contemporary design and traditional craft.
Similarly, with my Pewter Pysanky, rather than imitate the highly
figured patterning of the traditional craft, I sought to work within
the framework to generate new methods of adornment for the form
of the egg. Once again, the result lies outside of the strict definition
of the traditional craft but instead breathes new ideas into a
conventional archetype.
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FIG. 5

Drawing from the core ideas of the drotárstvo process, illustrated in the
stones on the left, the Patchwork Steel Composition successfully transforms
a traditional process into a novel object and way of making, while
remaining grounded in it’s past.

This manifesto serves to lay out a series of simple guidelines for
generative ethnodesign, which can be understood as follows:
•

Ethnodesign should be firmly rooted in a deep understanding
of cultural context and history. As it is so eloquently put by
the Italian designer Gio Ponti, “Nothing is invented, for all is
rediscovered and recovered from the past.” The beginning of
any successful ethnodesign project lies in research into the
culture which you are designing from. Only when you have
entered the physical and cultural space of another, gaining an
understanding of the deep significance of cultural artifacts
and a respectful knowledge of the traditions that surround
them should you even begin to imagine what the material
could yield.

•

Ethnodesign should borrow but not steal, observe but not
copy, listen but not repeat. To achieve successful results in
ethnodesign, you need to look beyond the surface of the
cultural material you are engaged with and into the core of the
traditions. Merely recontextualizing form, motif, pattern or
material is not enough to truly engage with traditional craft.
With knowledge of the history and context of an object, you
can begin to see its component parts, and from this position
deconstruct and reconstruct them into something new.
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Ethnodesign should always be a conversation between the past
and the present, not a retelling.
•
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Ethnodesign should be grounded in the personal, but strive
towards the universal. While the material of ethnodesign
is highly specific and personalized, the ultimate goal is to
highlight, promote and elevate traditional craft through
contemporary design practices. In this sense, the core of the
work is that of sharing or showcasing something. Despite
having culturally specific roots, successful ethnodesign should
speak across cultures and give us an opportunity to learn,
be inspired by and admire what makes each of us uniquely
beautiful. When brought to the field of design, traditional craft
is placed in a context that allows it to belong to humanity, to
connect to everyone and strengthen the bonds between peoples.
With this goal in mind, successful ethnodesign should strive to
preserve what makes its subject matter unique while granting
entry to a larger audience. Ethnodesign presents a beautiful
opportunity to fight back against the faux-universal design
style championed by companies like Ikea and Muji and redefine
universality in terms of humanity’s shared uniqueness, in
other words, a universality that doesn’t strip culture from the
world but finds ways to allow all of us to participate in the local
at a global scale.
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P e r f e c t i o n i s D i s g u s t i ng

I don’t believe in failure, because I don’t believe in answers. I only
trust questions. There is no failure in the process of questioning.
All outcomes have the potential for learning, for acquiring a
new skill, inspiring a new idea or preventing time wasted. The
only failure is to avoid failure, to not test or experiment, to
label something as impossible without trying. My process is one
that is unconcerned with answers, and obsessively focused on
questions; questions like, “Who is a Slavic-American? How can we
bridge the past and the present? How can we respectfully engage
with cultures outside of our own to create points of contact and
collaboration which benefit each other equally?”
When I make a thing, making is the formality; honestly it is the
least important part. My process is more the work of aspirational
ethnography than furniture design. The real work is the reading,
researching and field work which precipitates the point where
a tool is lifted for the first time. I would say that the majority of
my skill as a maker lies in my ability to research, and this is the
part of making that excites me the most and is most central to my
practice. Finding connections, making discoveries and learning
new things is how I keep my creative practice alive. My studio looks
more like a library than a workshop.
From my research I develop questions and these questions drive
my design and making process. Each project is an inquiry into
a cultural artifact, a material or an existential thread. Using
my accumulated knowledge, I lay out plans for addressing these
questions, sometimes heavily detailed but more often with
the wiggle room to push the questions even farther. Often, my
work leads me to materials or processes that end up becoming
research projects in themselves. This is when the process is
the most exciting, when I have no idea what I am doing. How
limitless a space, how infinite a place for the mind to wander. I am
comfortable with uncomfortability. It’s the definite that bore me.
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When I work, I work in the moment. I am prone to fuck things up.
But I don’t view accidents as problems, often I find them to be of
import to the work. Precision and accuracy are boring. Perfection
is disgusting. Anyone can do things the correct way, and hide
behind careful craftsmanship. It takes bravery to be broken, to be
unwashed, to be ugly. Why hide your mistakes when you can revel
in them? In the words of Kurt Cobain, “Punk rock should mean
freedom, liking and accepting everything that you like, playing
whatever you want as sloppy as you want as long as it’s good and
has passion.” This is my mantra. As a Slavic-American, my ethnic
identity was often plagued by a lack of understanding of my own
history and a complete understanding of the outsider position
that others had relegated for it. Like many with “outsider culture”
imposed upon them, punk served as a plug for the hole that was
left by my lack of greater ownership and understanding of my own
cultural narrative. Punk is the creative scene that I was born from,
and I refuse to let what has brought me this far be shamed away
by a design scene which fetishizes crisp lines, round corners and
180 grit finishes. If anything, I wish I were brave enough to be less
careful, more raw. But we all need goals.
I believe that rawness is a concept that we need more allowance
for in craft and craftsmanship. We are craftspeople, not machines.
We are human, we are flawed and we are beautiful, because we
make mistakes and because things don’t always turn out as we
intend them. Good craft is not Paul Bunyan beating the chainsaw,
it’s doing things in a way that remind us of our humanity, our
imperfection and our insistence on going about
the work of creation anyway.
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My work lives on the bookshelf, on the mantle, in the corner or
above the bed. It sits on the nightstand, hides in the corner, rests
on the table. It lives with you. It is forgotten until it is remembered;
understood. It is not sought out, it gets recognized; found. In its
proper context it is not the center of attention, it is woven into the
identity of the home and the occupant. When it is encountered, it
converses. It is not shy, but not aggressive. It offers but also listens.
It holds your aspirations, it defines you as you define it. It contains,
even when it is not a container.
I choose to work largely in the medium of “non-functional”
objects, although I believe this to be an offensively inept term
for describing the type of objects I make. If you are to believe the
common furniture discourse, the only function of furniture is
to hold: a glass, a stack of clothes, a person, a reflection.
“Functional” furniture are chairs, tables, cabinets, mirrors and the
like. Further frustrating the point, there is a definite derision in
the term “non-functional”, as if you are avoiding the whole point
of the medium or, even worse, being an artist. Function comes
in many forms, many arguably more culturally, spiritually and
existentially important than padding your ass. The function of my
work is to locate a person within a cultural context, to reinforce
the ties of identity and to provoke conversation and reflection on
the humble tschochkies of the world. It’s reverse archaeology in a
sense. So I rephrase, I don’t make “non-functional objects”, I make
objects of esoteric function (except when I don’t; I’m not perfect,
I’ve made seats and mirrors. My firmest stance is my belief that I
can be a fucking hypocrite and still be right).
My work belongs in the context of the domestic space, and it
belongs to those in whom it ignites an connection to their identity
(Slavic or not). As a student of culture, I recognise that the things
we share outnumber the things we don’t and that where I see
Slovakia, you may see Finland, Mongolia, Navajo or Morocco. We
don’t need to agree what color, sign or pattern belongs to who; we
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need only meet on the grounds that it is important to feel like we
belong to something. So, these are culturally specific objects that,
ideally, transcend cultural boundaries.
It is important to emphasize within the context of my work that I
do not advocate for nationalism in national identity, ethnocentrism
in ethnic identity or cultural supremacy in cultural preservation.
Too often in the world, the ideas of preserving and celebrating a
people have become conflated with the horrific ideals of elevating
one’s own identity above others. In the work I do and the world
I hope to live in, there is no room for this cowardly right-wing
ideology. I believe that humanity is strengthened by our diversity,
that all people have an important role to play in the development
of our species and that what makes us beautiful are the differences
we can bring to the table. I have chosen to focus my work on my
ethnic identity because it is what I know, because it is what I can
share with the world, but I am excited more by the similar work of
others from outside my lived experience. How wonderful it is to
learn from others, to see the beauty they bring to the world and to
be humbled by the introspection that cross-cultural examination
brings (In summation, to those who would pervert the celebration
and preservation of culture to racist ends, please, eat shit and die).
Thematically, my body of work is focused on three major areas of
interest: family and belonging, the underdog, and liminal space.

On family and belonging
I deal not only with personal concepts such as my search for
belonging within my dual identity as Slavic and American, or my
devotion to a belief in the importance of extended familial bonds
but also with macro-concepts like the possibility of pan-slavic
cooperation, cross-cultural collaboration and socialist idealism.
Ironically the piece that strikes closest to the heart of this theme is
not any of my work on Slavic craft or culture but the collaborative
work I did with Mabeo Furniture for the RISD X MABEO show in
Milan. For this project, I was invited to explore someone else’s
world and offer up pieces of my own to create something new, to
create unfamiliar bonds and to embrace and be embraced by a
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culture which is not my own, to strengthen the global “we”. In this,
I was able to imagine the possibility of a global family of designers,
of collaborators and co-conspirators, what we can bring to the
table and what we can accomplish when we look to find places of
connection rather than division.

On the underdog
My work deals deeply with the idea of the Slavic people being a
cultural underdog, relegated to jokes and stereotypes and not taken
seriously by the Western world. Everything that I make seeks to
show how wrong this thinking is, not that my people are better, but
that we are worthwhile. That we have complexity, create things
of beauty and are sometimes even at the vanguard of cultural
expression, not the grey, mushy backwater that some people
imagine: an endless plain of rectangular tenements with colorless
food and humorless faces. I think this idea is best exemplified in
my Vintondale Bowl, which takes the dirty and deadly material,
devoid of color or character and exposes its beauty, complexity
and refinement. It was always there; it just needed to take off its
glasses and let down its ponytail. The piece further compounds the
point by referencing the work that early Slavic immigrants were
relegated to, the dirty and dangerous professions of coal mining
and steel fabrication. It was thought that we were suited for this
work because we were a people accustomed and born for a level of
filthiness unsuited for better races. As a conversation, documented
in the book Working Toward Whiteness by David R. Rodiger,
between a labor investigator and steel worker from the early 1900’s
went, “Only hunkys work these jobs, they are too damn dirty and
too damn hot for a white man.” Clearly, this hateful rhetoric is false,
but even if it were true, the Vintondale Bowl exposes that even the
muck of the world can be beautiful beyond expectations.
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On liminality
My work is liminal to its core, defined in large parts by
contradictions and spaces of uncertainty. It is work made from the
inside and outside of a culture, that is Slavic and American and
neither. It is neither art nor furniture. Conceptually functional and
functionally conceptual. It is simple, yet immensely complex, raw
and beautiful, high design and folk craft. All spaces it occupies are
borderlands. Not only does this concept resonate with me for the
duality of my Slavic-American identity, but the larger positioning
of the Slavic world within a liminal space, caught between the east
and west, not fully European but not entirely something else. Not to
mention a history of displacement, subjugation and forced societal
change which created a palpable cultural heritage of not being
at home in our homes, of not belonging where we belong, within
our countries and without. I approach most clearly the concept of
liminality in my Vinok Mirror, which transforms the viewer as the
viewer transforms it. It exists in a place of suspended animation,
neither alive nor dead. It is deeply natural and completely
artificial. Not to mention the cultural reference to Slavic marriage
traditions, a liminal space where ritual and the donning of
traditional regalia place the bride momentarily into a space where
she is neither the person she was moments before or the person
she will be in moments after. The mirror offers the ideal promise of
liminality, that of ultimate transformation. It is a place where we
(the viewer) are free to focus the blur and draw crisp lines, to define
exactly who we think we are to the world.
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Kubista Chair
The Kubista Chair is a reinterpretation of the classic Moravian
Chair in the style of Czech Cubism. In designing the chair, I wanted
to take something ubiquitous, almost invisible, from the world
of Slavic material culture and bring it into the category of high
design without compromising its essential qualities or looking
outside of the Slavic world for validation of its modernity. It seemed
fitting, the Moravian Chair having originated in one of the three
constituent states of Czechia, to look to Czech Cubism as a model for
the reinterpretation of the piece. With this as a framework, I drew
from distinctly Slavic sources to create a distinctly Slavic object.
And while the Moravian Chair is no more an object belonging
entirely to the Slavs than the Cubist principles in Czech Cubism,
I feel that in this chair I carried on a Slavic tradition exemplified
by the Czech Cubists but arguably perfected by Tsar Peter “the
Great” of Russia: that if you must look to the West, do so only to
prove that you can do it better (Peter’s Summer Palace makes
Versailles look like a Motel Six).
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Vintondale Bowl
The Vintondale Bowl is the culmination of a half year exploration
of anthracite coal as a medium for furnishing and the creation of
household objects. I felt that by working the coal, I could transcend
space and time and occupy the place of my great-grandfather in his
work in the mines. I wanted to see through his eyes, to remember
the things that were never passed on, and to close the space
between the man who left behind Slovakia to build a better life in
the mines of Southwest Pennsylvania and me, the one who actually
got to live that better life. Through grinding, chiseling, sanding
and polishing the coal; through leaving the studio, hands and face
blackened by dust, I continued his work. This piece is the only
real outlier in my current body of work, for does not draw directly
from traditional craft in its commonly understood context. It is an
extension of Slavic craft, an addendum, rather than a rebuttal or
response. It is the only piece that is Slavic only because I made it.
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Patchwork Steel Composition
The Patchwork Steel Composition sprung from experiments in the
practice of drotárstvo, a Slovak tradition of wire craft. Through
trials in binding metal plates I discovered that wire connections
could allow sheet steel to behave like fabric. I set out to create a
piece where wire was the star, where all elements depended on the
strength and integrity of the bond that wrapped steel can provide.
From this idea came this painful and extensive labor of love. It
forced me to work in a way that I try to avoid completely, slowly.
In this fabrication, there way no getting around the hundreds
of hand stitches, the bloodied knuckles and the constant back
pain from hunching over the piece for hours uninterrupted just
to make a modicum of progress. This work is truly a testament
to my ability to punish myself. What excites me about it from a
design standpoint is that I was able to draw something completely
different out of a traditional process, that holds no place in
the canon of this craft but is deeply rooted to the methods and
materials of it. In this, it was one of my first pieces where I began
to get to the core of a practice of ethnodesign that is deeper than
facsimile, that generates new ideas from playing around in the old.
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Anarchronist Quilt
The Anarchronist Quilt is an experiment in melding the past and
the present of folk-craft in my life. Drawing together traditional
Slovak motif, American quilting tradition and the DIY spirit of
craft within the punk subculture, the quilt creates a composition of
references and materials that are out of time, out of place, and yet
intimately relevant to the worlds of craft that I have inhabited. It is
a mash-up of contemporary and traditional, high-brow and vulgar,
complex and naive. It is a self portrait, a micro-ethnography and
nothing more than a warm blanket.
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Pewter Pysanky
Alluding to the tradition of pysanky, or egg dyeing, the Pewter
Pysanky seek to not just emulate traditional craft but to innovate:
to allow tradition to evolve and grow without losing its core self.
In this case, the evolution is one of material and stylistic nature.
Firmly rooted in the original material, each pysanka is cast
within a blown out eggshell, the canvas of a traditional pysanka.
Eschewing the recognizable highly patterned and figured surfacing
of the pysanky, the Pewter Pysanky instead explore the potentials
of metallic material, drawing on variations of shaping
and surfacing and various types of patination to imagine
new forms of the craft.
Rather than reproduce a single style, these objects serve to present
a number of answers to an inquiry rather than a definitive
statement. This is not the end of this evolution, but a solid start.
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Vinok Mirror
The Vinok Mirror formally references the traditional bridal crowns
of the Slavic region, using an array of dried and faux flowers to
represent a nostalgic vision of tradition. In an early iteration which
used live flowers, the inevitable death of the arrangement was
intended to prompt the viewer to reflect upon the loss of traditions
in the context of assimilation. However, in this more permanent
form, it speaks to something that has crystallized only with time,
study and understanding: the potential for objects to transform,
to provide a clean slate for us to project ourselves into. In a very
literal sense, the black mirror at the center of the piece provides
this empty space. It acts as a vessel to hold a distant, obscured, but
sure vision of ourselves. Crowned in the vinok, the occupant of
this space is offered a similar possibility to don a new mantle and
be transformed, not in this case from girl to woman but from an
uncertain ethnic affiliation to an authentic Slav.
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Jeleňovský Rug
Jeleňovský, my pre-anglicized ancestral surname, roughly
translates to “of the deer”. I do not know how my ancestors earned
this moniker, despite a trove of family legends and guesses.
What I do know is that my family has traditionally lived in small,
rural towns where hunting was commonplace or even necessary
for survival. In this way the world that my great-grandfather
left and the one he arrived in were not so different. As an ode
to my namesake and the lifestyle that surely surrounded it, I
felt a compulsion to find some way to utilize the material of the
deer in an object. This piece offers a window into an evolution
of my process in pattern making that references traditional
Slavic aesthetics. Rather than lift an existing pattern, I drew
upon compositional styles and core elements of motifs to create a
pattern that is Slavic-inspired but truly my own, perhaps a SlavicAmerican pattern in this way. Regardless of whether time judges
this particular exploration as a success or failure, the evolution of
my process to move beyond imitation and into confident genesis
is of enough import to mark the Jeleňovský Rug as a creative
milestone for me.
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My goals for this cycle of work were to explore the history of my
family and my relationship to the ethnic designation of SlavicAmerican, to refine a process of ethnodesign which is generative
rather than derivative, and to celebrate and participate in the craft
traditions of the Slavic world. In doing so, I grew into a competent
and confident designer, deeply expanded my knowledge of Slavic
culture and history and found peace with myself, my identity and
my place in this world.
I hope that my work can serve as a guidebook for others who
seek to explore topics of identity and belonging in their own lives
and artistic practices. I am surely not the only person who has
struggled with these concepts, and I hope that my journey can
serve as a point of inspiration for those who also long to connect to
something close but far away, known but not understood, forgotten
but not yet lost.
I intend to continue my work in the field of ethnodesign,
specifically in the realm of Slavic craft but I would also like
to expand my practice to open up opportunities to collaborate
across cultures, to create things that are better than the sum
of their parts. I would like to continue to learn more about
culturally specific techniques, materials and forms and expand
my explorations of uncommon materials and their potential
applications.
Most of all, I would like to impart one lesson that has stuck with me
throughout this whole process.
That which makes us unique is beautiful, history is worth
remembering, and family is the most important fucking thing that
any one of us has.
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Anglicization — Generally referred to in relationship to the
changing of names upon arrival to America, it refers to the
process of making a name more “English sounding”. Often, this
was done without the consent of the people whose names were
being changed.
Anthracite Coal — A high carbon variant of coal which displays
exceptional stability and heat resistance, needing a secondary
flame built from another, less pure type of coal, bituminous coal,
to ignite. It burns without releasing smoke. It is most commonly
found in Western Pennsylvania and China.
Austro-Hungarian Empire — A major political power of the late
19th century, the Empire was formed as a result of the subjugated
Kingdom of Hungary agitating for equal sovereignty under the
Austrian Empire. At its height, the Empire controlled much of
central Europe and the Balkans, in addition to its core states of
Austria and Hungary. The Empire collapsed at the end of WWI,
when it was forcibly broken up during peace proceedings, leading
to the emancipation of numerous nations which were once under
the banner of Austro-Hungary.
Bratislava — The capital city of Slovakia. Previously called
Pressburg, prior to the establishment of an independent
Czechoslovak state.
Czech Cubism — A design and architectural movement that
began within the years leading up to WWI, mainly focused in
Prague. Founded by, among others, Pavel Janák, Josef Gočár,
František Kupka and Emil Filla, Czech Cubism was unique from
Cubism throughout Europe in that it sought to apply Cubist
principles to the design of objects and architectural works as
well graphic design.
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Drotárstvo — A form of traditional wire-craft developed in
Slovakia which relies on the use of woven wire to create structure
in sculptural and functional objects.
Eastern Orthodox Church — Technically the original Christian
Church, Eastern Orthodoxy continues the original practices of
Christianity in opposition to the more recent Catholic Church. It
is most common in Eastern Europe, with Russia being one of the
central power centers of the faith.
Ethnodesign — Design derived from or relating back to elements of
traditional craft culture and aesthetics.
Galumpki — Boiled cabbage stuffed with beef and rice and covered
in a sweet tomato sauce.
GI Bill — An act of congress passed after WWII which provided for
the education costs of returning soldiers. This allowed a sizeable
population of the United States to attend college and find their way
into the middle class.
Hunky — A derogatory term for Slovaks, Czechs and Hungarians
used in America. Also rendered as Bohunk. Derived from the fact
that these immigrants arrived in America via Hungary.
Kielbasa — Traditional Polish sausage.
Kurov — A small village in Eastern Slovakia near the southern
border of Poland which is the ancestral hometown of my family and
current home of many of my distant relatives.
Liminality — Betwixt and between. Describes a state that is neither
fully in one category or another. Often used in anthropological
discourse to describe transitory life stages, such as coming of age,
marriage and death.
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Magyarization — A forced policy undertook by the Kingdom of
Hungary in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s which sought to punish
the rebellious ethnic minorities within the nation by pressuring
them to assimilate into larger Hungarian culture through the use
of restrictions on the speakings and teaching of ethnic languages
within the kingdom.
Moravian Chair — A vernacular chair in Central Europe developed
in the Moravian region of what would become Czechia. The chair
is defined by an elaborately carved back with a heart motif and an
undercarriage constructed by passing legs with wedged through
tenons through sliding dovetails, which serve to lock the legs in
place without the use of stretchers.
Pierogies — A polish dish of dumplings stuffed with a sweet or
savory filling. Most known in America are the Pierogi Ruskie
variety, which are stuffed with mashed potatoes and cheese.
Polack — A derogatory term for Poles used in America. Derived from
the Polish name for Poles, polak.
Polish National Church — An offshoot of the Catholic Church
which developed in America in the early 1900’s in response to an
unwillingness by the local clergy to allow Polish parishioners to
practice mass in their native tongue. Besides the use of a different
language in liturgical practice, the church follows all of the same
tenets as the Catholic Church.
Pysanky — A Slavic craft that focuses around the dying and
alteration of hollowed out eggs. Traditionally, their creation
coincides with celebrations of Easter.
Slav — A person belonging to the Slavic ethnolinguistic group,
which includes many of the people of Czechia, Slovakia, Poland,
Belarus, Russia, Ukraine, Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Montenegro, Macedonia, Serbia and Bulgaria as well as minority
groups in other countries who share common ethnolinguistic roots
with the people of this region.
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Slavic — The adjectival form of Slav; describes the people and
cultures of the Slavic ethnolinguistic group.
Slovak — The adjectival form of Slovakia; describes the people and
language of Slovakia or things of Slovak provenance (i.e., Slovak
craft, Slovak culture, Slovak design etc.)
Tschochkie — A Yiddish term referring to decorative and “nonfunctional” objects; synonymous with knick-knack or trinket. Often
carries a negative connotation of cheapness and kitchyness.
Vinok — An eastern-Slavic floral crown worn by unmarried women
in spring festivals and by brides on their wedding day.
Vintondale — A small coal mining town in south-western
Pennsylvania, where my Slovak ancestors settled upon
immigration to America.
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American Slavic
Though most of my research for this section was ancestral and
genealogical in nature, I relied heavily on two written works
to reconstruct the past for my understanding, Working Towards
Whiteness by David R. Rodiger, which discusses the “new
immigrants” of early 1900’s America and their journey from
ethnic minorities to “white” Americans and A History of Slovakia:
The Struggle for Survival by Stanislav J. Kirschbaum, which tells
the story of Slovakia from the Great Moravian Empire to its
joining of the EU.
For more information on Slavic-American
life and Slovak culture, see:
Hunky by Nicholas Stevensson Karas
Slovak Pittsburg by Lisa A. Alzo
Traditional Slovak Folktales by Pavol Dobšinský,
Edited and Translated by David L. Cooper

A Manifesto on Better Ethnodesign
Beyond taking a few courses in anthropology to understand my
background on the subject, there are a few major texts which
helped me formulate the ideas of this manifesto including The
Other Side of Things: Polish Design after 1989 by Czsława Frejlich,
a book on general trends in Polish design after the communist
era and The Małopolska Thing: Ethnographic Pattern Book by
the Muzeum Etnograficzne im. Seweryna Udzieli w Krakowie, a
collection of materials, patterns and colors from traditional Polish
craft of the Małopolska region which contains a delightful passage
on ethnodesign.
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Perfection is Disgusting
To understand more about this writing, I recommend you spend
some time in the Baltimore punk scene. Get in fights, throw up, shit
your pants and come out smiling. You’ll get the picture. Punk can
only be heard, loudly and felt in the form a boot to your head, you
can’t really learn about it from any books.

Nove Čačke
My practice is the result of a ton a research of written work, some
of which I will provide here.
On movements in Slavic modern art and design:
Czech Cubism by Lucie Vlčková
Russian Art of the Avant-Garde by John E. Bowlt
The Struggle for Utopia: Rodchenko Lissitzky Moholy-Nagy
by Victor Margolin
About 2 Squares by El Lissitzky
Iron Fists: Branding the 20th-Century Totalitarian State
by Steven Heller
The World as Objectlessness by Kazimir Malevich
Yakov Chernikhov: Architectural Fantasies in Russian
Constructivism by Dmitry S. Khmelnitsky
On Slovak Craft:
Modratlac na Slovensku by Oľga Danglová
Drotárstvo by Ladislav Jurovatý
Slovenská L’udová Výšivka by Anna Chulupová
Dowry by Martha Longenecker
Trésor de la Tchécoslovaquie L’art Populaire by
Věra Hasalová and Jaroslav Vajdiš
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